Firewood Cutting Guidelines
1.
The only authorized location for firewood cutting is at the corner of Brandenburg Station Road
and Frazier Road. The entrance is off of Frazier Road approximately 150 ft from the intersection as
depicted in the map below. Persons are advised to look at the lot prior to purchasing the permit to
ensure that the quantity and quality of wood that is there is suitable to your needs. There will be no
refund of permits.
2.
The ONLY wood that is allowed to be cut is the dead and down wood that has been placed
there from tree removals across the installation. Persons are NOT authorized to cut standing trees or
wander in the adjacent woods looking for other down wood. Persons are authorized only in the
identified location on the map below. There is no limit to the amount of wood that can be cut in a
day. Cutting hours are from sunrise to sunset.
3.
The one-day firewood cutting permit ($10) is required for each day that wood is to be cut and is
available in your iSportsman account under the “Acquire Permits” tab. This permit is only visible after
the following process has been completed. All persons that wish to cut wood are required to fill out
the liability waiver, available under Hunting and Fishing Information tab on the Fort Knox iSportsman
home page. Print and sign the waiver and scan or photo it and email to the Hunt Control Email
indicated on the home page
usarmy.knox.imcom-atlantic.mbx.dpw-hunt-control@mail.mil
4.
Hunt Control Personnel will validate your account when waiver is received and email as such,
the permit will then be available for purchase. After purchase the permit must be placed in
windshield of vehicle while at the firewood lot cutting wood. The firewood lot will be closed on the
days of the Quota Gun Deer Hunt, 21-22 Nov, 28-29 Nov, and 12-13 Dec.
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